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INTRODUCTION

Gender mainstreaming is among the long-term goals of most governments around the world, including the Republic o{

North Macedonia.

The State Audit office of the Republic of North Macedonia as a Supreme Audit lnstitution joins the initiatives of the

Supreme Audit lnstitutions in promoting the implementation of gender equality as a Strategic Development Goal by

auditing gender equality and developing audit reports and recommendations to support the achievement of greater

efficiency, effectiveness and economy of public policies and programmes in the area.

Ihe purpose of these Gender Audit Guidelines is to provide auditors with a structured approach to audits that should

help them assess how gender equality is integrated in public policies and programmes. They include guidance 0n how

to conduct performance audits of gondsr equality or essess the effec,ts of gonder squality policios and programmes

and hovv to integrate these issuss in broader audit topics.

Performance audits specifically aimed at asssssing the effscts of designed and implsmsntsd policiss, measurss and

tools to promote gonder equality allow monitoring of the way in which the government and institutions incorporate
gender equality issues into the planning, implementation and evaluation of their programmes, initiatives and services,

that is, how and to what degree the government implements national and international provisions towards achieving

gender equality.

Through a'gender lens'gender equality is included in tho broadertopics ofths porformanc8 audit,thersry emph.sizing

th8 addod value in the assessment and idontification of the specific impacts ol government programmes on men

and women, as well as making recommendations that will improve the process ol development of public policies and

programmes and the implementation of the findlngs aimed at promoting gender equality.

We believe that in this way we will contribute to lhe efficient implementation of international and national commitments

for gender equality, as well as to the implementation of legislation, government priorities, horizontal strategies and

strategic and action plans.

Ihe audits will help raise public atvareness and the importance of the development component in the performance

audits and strengthen institutional awareness of the importance of gender equality and its impact on men and women.

GENOER AUDIT GUIOELINES

PURPOSE OF THE GUIDELINES

ln its activities, the State Audit 0ffice follows and applies the international professional standards of lt'lToSAl and the best

practices ol SAI in the implementation of state audits.

These Guidelines are based on the Porformancs Audit Handbook ofthe State Audit office lissuod and published on the

SAO website in Juno 202 - https://rtzr.mk/mk/metod0loski-aktil, and follow the same principles and procedures for

conducting performance audits. When developing these Guidelines, the requirements of the international standards 0f

the supreme audit institutions were taken into account to ensure compliance with the previous audit experience of the

state auditors and the applied audit methodology and practice.

fiis is the first time that SA0 has developed this type of Guidelines to provide basic guidance on the key issues that

should be covered when selecting, conducting and reporting audits on topics related to gender equality and also when

integrating a gender perspective into general audit topics, lhe Guidelines specifically focus on the important processes

resulting from the specificities of gender equality.
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The key objectives and tasks of these 6uidelines are aimed at:

Enabling understanding of the importance of gender mainstreaming in the processes of design, implementation,

monitoring and evaluation of public policies and programmes and in the allocation of budget funds to all

stakeholders in social life;

lmproved public sector management through the development of inclusive and fairer policies and programmes

for institutions, civil society organizations, the public and interested parties;

Understanding the principles of economy, efficiency and effectiveness through the analysis of equal opportunities

for men and women in the implementation of policies and programmes;

Providing guidance on how gender issues should be integrated in all performance auditing procedures, especially

in the processes of setting audit questions, collecting evidence and formulating audit conclusions by the auditor;

Providing tools, techniques and guidance that will allow the auditor to assess the effects of policies, programmes

and resutts in the implementation of the specific obiectives from a gender perspective.

These Guidelines include 2 sections:

Soction 1 of the Euidelines presents important definitions, considerations and issues related to gender equality to
provide the auditor with information on:

importance of gender equality and key related concepts,

basic informati0n about the relevant international and national commitments to gender equality,

addresses the question ol the importance of gender performance audits,

introduces auditors to gender-based analysis and explains how this tool can be applaed to define the gender

equality focus of a performance audit.

Ssction 2 of these Guidelines pro/ides the methodology to be used in a performance audit of gender equality in all

thr€e phases of the porformance audit planning, conducting and reporting. Ihe follo,v-up phase is co/ered ry a

separate sAo Handbook

Annexes 1-6 are prssented at ths end of these Guidelines:

1. Characteristics of gender audits;

2. List of questions for assessing gender aspects in the preliminary phase of a performance audit on a general

topic;

3. Example of an audit programme content for an audit of gender equality from a performance audit conducted

in2021:

4. 0uestionnaires

4,1. Example of a 0uestionnaire for a budget statement from a performance audit conducted in 2021;

4.2. Example ol a 0uestionnaire for a political party from a performance audit conducted in 2021;

4.3. Example of a 0uestionnaire for the budget lrom a performance audit conducted in 2021;

44. Example of a 0uestionnaire for the Assembly from a perlormance audit conducted in 2021.

5. Example of integration of gender perspective in the audit of the policy for balanced regional development with
special emphasis on demography;

6. Legal framework for gender equality in the Republic of North Macedonia.

l{oto: Annexes 3 and 4 are practical examples of a performance audit conducted by SA0 in 204.

Ihe forms and steps in the audit activities are presented in the 202 SA0 Performance Audit Handbook.

GENOER AUDIT GUIDELINES 1



WHAT IS GENDER EOUALITY?

Ihe concept of gender equality refers to the equal rights, responsibilities and opponunities ol women and men. Gender

equality ensures thal all people, whether female or male, can actively and meaningfully participate in the development of
their lives, communities, and societies, free from discrimination on the basis of being femalE or male. Equality between

women and men is seen both as a human rights issue and as a precondition for, and indicator of, sustainable people-

cantered development. Gender equality implies that the interests, needs and priorities ol both women and men are

taken into consideration, especially in the processes ol development, monitoring and evaluation of public policies.

Namely, gender equality and gender mainstreaming are not only a matter of social.iustice but they are also extremely

significant in dealing with poverty and unemployment, providing equal opportunities and quality 0f life for all. For these

reasons, it is necessary to recognize that achieving greater gender equality and dealing with persistent inequalities,

very often, means working differently with women and men, recognizing the different obstacles they face, but also their

different needs, priorities and aspirations.

Today, the integration of gender perspective into government policies and programmes at the nationaland international

level becomes an obligation and a strategy for the achievement of gender equality. Ihis process also implies the [re]

organization, improvement, development and evaluation of policy processes, so that a gender equality perspective is

incorporated in all development policies, at all levels and all stages of the process. lt is especially important when

developing policies, programmes and projects to anticipate the possible effects and also the consequences that the

relevant policy can have on women and on men.

Ihis approach ensures that the women's as well as men's roles, concerns and experiences become an integral dimension

of the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of legislation, policies, programmes and sub-programmes

so that the end users, men and women, benefit equally of these policies and inequality and discrimination are not
perpetuated.

Such a strategic approach enables the development o{ gender-responsive policies that lead to the improvement of

the situation of women and men through relevant, achievable and efficiently defined priorities, goals, programmes,

measures and activities, as well as through the effective management of financial resources intended to support
programmes and activities.

Most often, attention to gender equality in public policies is implemented through the so-called dual approach to gender

equality or'twin-track strategf.

]he dual approach refers to complementarity between gender mainstreaming strategies and specific gender equality

policies and measures, including positive measures aimed directly at strengthening women's rights, responsibilities and

opportunities.

The most common mechanisms for gender mainstreaming into public policies are:

r Using gender-disaggregated statistical data on the situation of men and women in certain sectors;

, Analytical and descriptive information that explains the reasons for certain statistical diflerences in the

experiences of men and women. Ihis information should be an integral and routine part of the analysis of the

problem, circumstances or situation in the given sector, lt is of exceptional importance to determine whether

gender differences and inequality are significant issues in a specific policy, programme or in a specilic area.

' Ihe information gathered in the analysis of the situation forms a basis for monitoring of the progress achieved in

the respective area using specific indicators.

I Consultations are an important segment of the gender mainstreaming process, that is, consultations with user

groups [men and women] and understanding their needs and priorities in the area.

' oesigning actions to promote gender equality that can be specific or integrated into existing measures and

actions, but monitored through the coverage of end users Imen and women].

-
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Gender imryct essessnent and gender-responsive budgeting arc important instruments for creating fairer public

policies and promoting gender equality.

66ndor /npect assossmgr,t is a strategy for achieving gender equality by assessing the gendered impact of public

policies, programmes and activities in all areas and at all levels and understanding of how these impacts promote or

hinder equality.

&nder-rsspo|IF,iw hrdgetirg is a key part of gender mainstreaming that uses liscal policy to promote gender equality

and development. This implies a gender-based assessment ol budgets, incorporating a gender perspective at all levels

of the budgetary process and restructuring revenues and expenditures in order to promote gender equality.

Namely, public budgets are not solely an economic tool, they summarize government p0licies in monetary terms and

reflect the government priorities. For these reasons, budgets are not gender neutral. lhey affect men and women

difterently, reflect the (inladequate distribution of power in society, social and economic dlsparities and different social

roles.

Ihe gender-responsive budgeting initiative does not aim to create separate budgets for women. Rather, gender-

responsive budgeting seeks to analyse any form of public expenditure, or method of raising public money, from a gender

perspective, identifying the implications and impacts on women and girls compared to men and boys. The key question

is: What impact does this fiscal measure have on gender equality? Does gender inequality decrease; does it increase or

does it remain the same?

Finally, working towards the goal of achieving greater gender equality and tackling existing inequalities very often means

working differently with women and men, recognizing that men and women often have different needs and priorities,

face different obstacles and have different aspirations and ditferently contribute to social development.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS TO GENDER EOUALITY

Ihe Republic of North Macedonia is a signatory of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action [1995], which commits
to improving the status of women and their empowerment in public and private life. Also. the Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women [CE0AW] is one of the key documents for women's rights,

and in accordance with its commitments to this convention, the RNM submitted its sixth periodic report in 2017, and

the Committee published its conclusions and recommendations in 2018. They are also included in the strategic goals

and activities of the Strategy for Gender Equality for the petiod 2022-?021 of the RNU. Considering that the RNM is a

candidate country for EU membership, this Strategy reiterates the respect and promotion of European standards and

practices for achieving gender equality. ln this regard, it should be mentioned that EU directives and recommendations

on the framework for equal opponunities for women and men have been implemented in the national legislation.

Therefore, our country has fulfilled its obligations set in the Stabilization and Association Agreement.

the RNM is a member state ol the Council of Europe and shares the commitment of the Council of Europe to ensure an

adequate level of social protection, especially for the most vulnerable categories of citizens. The strategic priorities of
the Gender Equality Strategy of the Council of Europe 2018 - 2023 focus on preventing and combating gender stereotypes

and sexism, preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence, ensuring equal access of women
to justice, achieving balanced participation of women and men in decision-making, protecting the rights of migran(
refugee and asylum-seeking women and girls, and achieving gender mainstreaming in all policies and measures. Ihe
RNM panicipates in the development of the Council of Europe's Strategy through its representatives in the Gender

Equality Commission.

Ihe 0rganization for &onomic Co-opsration and Development [0ECo] notes:'Gender budgeting involves using

the tools, techniques and procedures 0f the budget cycle in a systematic way to prom0te equality.'

the Council 0f Europe defines gender budgeting as the application of gender mainstreaming in the budget

process'. lt entails gender assessment of budgets, incorporating a gender perspective at all levels of the budget

pr0cess and restructuring of revenues and expenditures in order to promotB gender equality.'

GENDER AUDIT OUIDELINES 0



The Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (lstanbul Conventionl is a

comprehensive document to combat violence against women and it is a basis and obligation, particularly for activities

aimed at recognition, prevention and protection of women and girls from violence and domestic violence. The RNM was

among the first countries to ratify the lstanbul Convention in 2017, after which the process of its implementation was

initiated.

ln 2015, all tJN member countries adopted the Sustainable 0evelopment Goals of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable

Development, which provide the main guidance on overall prosperity, peace and sustainable development of all countries.

Goal 5 of the Sustainable Development Goals nchieve gender equality and empower all women and girls' specifically

refers to achieving gender equality by introducing measures for the implementation of I targets to advance the position

of women in the world.

ln 2018, the Government of the RNM, through the National Council for Sustainable Development identified five priority

SoGs h,4 8, 15 and 161. ln 2020, the Government published the first National voluntary Review of the countrys progress

in achieving the SoGs of the 2030 Agenda.

ln 2020, the Sustainable Development Cooperation Framework between the Republic of North Macedonia and the United

Nations 2021-2025 was signed, to guide the work of the UN system in the country in the next 5 years. Ihe tramework

provides specific guidelines for progress in accordance with national development documents aligned with the SDGS

and EU law

Ihe gender perspective is an integral pan of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and of the Preamble

of the Paris Agreement (2017), which emphasize that when taking actions to address climate change, parties should

respect and promote the right to gender equality and empowerment ol women. To facilitate the implementation ol

the recommendations of these documents, a national responsible person for gender and climate change has been

appointed in the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy.

ln 2020, the RNM became a member of l.lAT0, thereby committing to the application of the principle of gender integration

in all policies and measures related to peace and security. ln this area, the most important document is the UN Security

Council Resolution 1325.Ihe Women, Peace and Security agenda was launched in 2000 with the adoption of UN Security

Council Resolution 1325 and now includes nine additional Resolutions [1820, 1888, 1889, 1S60, 406, 21U,2t+?2,2t+61 and

24951.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR GENDER EOUALITY IN THE REPUBLIC ()F NORTH MACEDONIA

From a legislative perspective, gender equalityissues in $e Republic of North Macedonia are regulated by the Constitution

and by a special law, that is, by the Law on Equal opportunities for Women and Men, and also by integrating the gender

perspective in other laws.

the National Strategy for oender Equality isthe basic strategic document of the RNM, which establishes a comprehensive

framework of activities for the promotion of gender equality and the advancement of the status of women. The Strategy

ZOn - ZO2l was adopted on 28 July 2022. lt is adopted for a period of 5 years and this is the fourth strategic document

in this area. The basis of the strategy derives from the constitution of the RNM, which guarantees that'citizens of the

RNM are equal in their freedoms and rights, regardless of sex, race, colour of skin, national and social origin and religious

beliefs, property and social status'. The adoption of the Strategy is regulated by the Law on Equal 0pportunities for

Women and Men ('official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia' No. 6/20121.

Ihe legat fnnem* in the area ol genhr equatity ol tho RNN is prasantod in Annox 6 to thesa Guidolines.
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1.5. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO AUDIT GENDER EOUALITY?

Achieving the international and national development goals requires accelerated progress in advancing equality and

women's empowerment. A growing body of evidence-based research shows that closing the gender gap in health,

education, the labour market, and other areas is directly linked to poverty reduction, increased economic growth, higher

productivity, better education for children, and many other improved benefits.

From this perspective and from the perspective of the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,

and the pledge to'leave no one behind', the Supreme Audit lnstitutions and the ltlT0SAl Development lnitiative have

.ioined in the goals of promoting gender equalityl

Considering the global importance of the Sustainable Development 6oals, and specifically SDG 5, as well as the existing

national commitments to greater gender equality and gender mainstreaming, lNToSAl and its members called on

governments to be accountable for the gender commitments undertaken.

According to its Strategic plan 2019-2023, lDl seeks to integrate gender equality into its auditing activities, especially

into the audit methodology and approach, and most importantly, into the processes of strategic planning, selection of

audit topics and audit planning. Encouraged by good international praclices, SA0 recognizes its role and importance in

promoting gender equality in our country lhrough the findings and recommendations in its audit reports delivered to

the institutions, the media and the public, SA0 has a key role in improving gender equality in the country

At the same time, SA0 also has a key role in monitoring the undertaken national and international commitments for
promotion of gender equality and their successful implementation by the government and relevant institutions. From

this perspective, SA0 has an extremely important role:

. to determine the degree of compliance of government's policies and programmes with national and international

commitments to gender equality, including the implementation of national legislation, public policies and action

plans.Ihis approach ensures that the government is responsible and accountable to the citizens for meeting its

obligations arising from the national legislation;

, to identify and examine the gender-specific aspects of government programmes;

, to determine the impacts of government public policies, legislation and programmes on gender equality.Ihe audit

should assess whether the design of the policy or programme is based on an analysis ol the position of men

and women in society and takes into account the circumstances in which they live and accordingly determines

measures to reduce inequalities;

, to make recommendations that can lead to improvements in the design and implementation of government policy,

contributing to better gender equality outcomes. A critical first step in such modifications is to raise awareness

within government and institutions that policies and programmes need to be based on genderdisaggregated

statistics and be designed and implemented with consideration for the differences in how women and men will

be affected.

' to publish audit reports on gender equality that raise awareness within and outside the government of gender

equality issues and how they affect the lives of citizens. Audit repons should highlight the positive aspects and

also give recommendations for the promotion of gender equality through government policies.

t h os://www.idi.no/elibroru/idi-odministrotive/oolicies/1222-idi-oender-polid./-2027/file (occessed on 17 November
2021)
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IS GENDER EQUALITY AN AUDIT RISK?

Gender equality is a risk that SA0 should take inlo consideration when undenaking activities and planning audits in this

area, from the following aspects:

Examining the setup of the entire system of the executive and legislative power from the aspecl of the integration

of policies, measures, tools and commitments through the system institutions purpose-oriented towards fulfilling

the regulations - national and international to which the RNM is a signatory;

Are there national strategies at a system level that set gender equallty as a strategic goal;

Are the strategic goals for gender equality of the general strategy included in specific strategies - for example -
for rural developrn€nt, for agriculture, for population protection, for crisis management etc.;

Does the government monitor, measure and report on the degree of fulfilment and quality of the results of these

strategies and strategic goals from the aspect of gender equality;

Are the budgets that are planned and allocated to the implementing entit'res of these strategic plans and goals

prepared in accordance with the requirements for gender-responsive budgetingi

Do the entities meet expectations;

Do the entities evaluate the results against expectationsj

Do the entities make projections in future budgets and strategies based on the performed measurements.

A number of significant questions can be developed that will help the auditor assess the initial risk of whether the
gender equality areas are audltable or not.

HOW DOES GENDER EOUALITY RELATE TO PROGRAMME

EFFICIENCY ECONOMY, AND EFFECTIVENESS [3E)?

As with any performance audit, when conducting a performance audit on the topic of gender equality, the elements of

economy, efficiency and effectiveness should be taken into account.

Auditors must decide which of the 3 Es (economy, efficiency or effectiveness) will be covered and evaluated. This

drives the specific audit objective/s and associated criteria as well as the collected evidence required to reach audit

conclusions against the set audit objectives.

A performance audit that is primarily concerned with whether the government's intended gender equality outcomes,

goals, and targets are being realized focuses on offoctivpness

An audit that is primarily concerned with how resources and processes are used to achieve intended output or outcomes

emphasizes s,lidbncl

An audit that is primarily concerned with how resources Ipeople, assets, funding) are used focuses on ocorrom,

Ellifunf,.-bs5,e.l policynakingis a process that uses multiple sources of information, including statistical data and the

best available evidence and assessments from relevant scientific and professional research as well as analyses and

results of those analyses before making certain decisions. This also involves a process of consultation with various

interest groups before a decision is made to start, implement or change the direction of a public policy or programme.

This evidence-based approach is extremely important for improving programme efficiency, economy and effectiveness.

However, to consider programme etficiency, economy and effectiveness from a gender perspective, one must take into

account the differences and potential inequalities between men and women in various spheres of life.

It is, theref0re, necessary that the analyses and all further measures ol the government and institutions are based on

data disaggregated by sex to reflect gender differences and monitor social changes.

GENDER AUDIT GUIDELINES1?



Gender-disaggregated statistics allow adequate description and analysis of the situation in a certain area and reveal

the potential risks for men and women. they allow understanding of the roles, responsibilities and relations between

men and rvomen and monitor the achievement of development goals such as economic growth, poverty reduction and

sustainable development.

Auditors should. therefore, take into consideration the following questions:

Have the specific needs and interests of the target beneficiaries (e.9., different groups of women, men and

marginalized groupsl been identified when designing the government programme?

Have indicators been designed for the government programme/s to measure the planned and implemented

activities and the programme performance, i.e. its effects?

0oes the status/problem/situation analysis use gender-disaggregated data to identify existing differences or
inequalities among beneficiaries, which will help improve government programme planning and implementation?

Are the initiatives based on gender analysis, to ensure that any inequalities between women and men due to
their different gender needs and gender roles are identified and taken into account?

Does the government programme recognize potential negative gender stereotypes that can or do hinder men's

and women's equalaccess to opportunities and resources?

Are there policies, programmes, projects 0r services in place that are designed to target women and men

equally and in accordance with their gender needs or, where appropriate, target women or men in particular

to close gender gaps?

Are indicators and data genderdisaggregated?

0o the policies, programmes, projects or services provided include gender indicators to monitor the policy,

programme, project 0r service lrom a gender perspective?

Are there indicators lor all gender goals?

0o the indicators relate to progrsss toflard increased gender equality and change in social and institutional
norms?

ls there a specific budget lor the activities aimed at achieving gender equality?

ls gender analysis training included in initiatives to ensure that implementing organizations have the appropriate
skills?

Are gender indicators, gender analysis and gender impact assessments used in allcycles of policies, programmes

and projects?

What mechanisms are in place for ensuring accountability for achieving gender equality?

Are the persons appointed to monitor the degree and continuity of government programmes also responsible
for reporting on the resuhs of the set gender goals?

To what extent are gender challenges 0vercomB during the implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of the
initiatives?

GENDER AUt)IT GI,]It]EL]NES il
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AUDIT APPROACH

TYPES OF AUDITS

Performance audits and performance audits with elements of a compliance audil of gender equality follow the same

methodological steps as explained in the Performance Audit Handbook issued and applied by the SA0, and aligned with

the ISSAI standards for performance audit and accompanying guide$.

An overview of the performance audit process is presented in tigure 1.

ADnex rof these Guidelines presents the essential characteristics of gender audits.

when conducting a gender audit of a given institution [auditee], programme or activity, auditors are faced with many

questions and choices. ln order to assist the auditors, this section elaborates on issues and approaches specific t0

gender performance audits.

PHASES OF GENDER PERFORMANCE AUDIT

A gender performance audit follows the same phases and sequential steps as any other audit:

SELECIING AUOIT TOPIC
Strategic planning

Knowledge of business and risk assessment

PLANNING

Knowledge of business and risk assessment

Audit focus

Audit approach

Audit objectives

Audit critera

mn4 CONOUCTING THE AUDI]

Documentation and evidence colleclion

Hiring subjecl matter expens

Consultation

Results analFis
Cause and effects analysis

conclusions and recommendations

Draft Report and Comments

Finalreport

C0mmunication [submitling a reportl

REPORTING

fI GUID 3s10, GUID 3920 etc.

@'+o-

GENDER AUOIT GUlDELINES

FOLLOW.UP OF IMPLEMENTATION OF RECO14IVIENOATIONS

For all types of audits, SA0 has developed handbooks that will ensure the application of internationally accepted

standards by allauditors as wellas uniformity in the conduct of audits to ensure an effective and efficient audit and the
preparation of quality audit reports.

Positive practice shows that gender audits are conducted exclusively as performance audits and as performance audits

with elements of a compliance audit.

AUDIT PROCESS
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a

]he planning phase consists ol two main steps:

, Process of selection of audit topics

, Audit design.

SELECTION OF AUDIT IOPIC

Auditors select audit topics based on the SAo's strategic planning process, analysing potential topics and

conducting research that identifies audit risks and constraints. ln the procedure for selecting a topic for a

gender audit, auditors follow the steps from the Performance Audit Handbook issued and applied by the SA0.

Additionally, if a gender audit is in question, the auditors will need to acquire sutficient information and knowledge

about:

1. A topic that is suitable for gender audit and/or;

2. oetermine whether gender aspects of the potential areas and audit topics are relevant to the broader

audit topic, i.e. apply a'gender lens'r.

SUITABLE TOPIC FOR

GENDER AUDIT

ln the first case, the performance

audit of the government's policies

for the promotion of gender

equality is aimed at determining
the extent to which the entire
government, ministries and/
or other public institutions are
compliant with national and

international obligations and

commitments on gender equality,
including implementation of national

legislation, strategies, horlzontal

strategies, policies, programmes,

sub-programmes and action plans.

Auditors have a choice based on

the strategic priorities and risk-
based assessment to focus on a
gender performance audit or a

performance audit with elements 0f
a compliance audit. Gender audits
may also include an assessment of:

Government or individual ministries that are well-suited for
gender audits to gain a greater understanding of the systems,
policies, practices and initiatives that advance or hinder
gender equality;

Specific programmes/policies, of whether policy objectives

have increased 0r decreased inequalities/discrimination
and their impact on service users and/or the public. This

audit can refer to individual sectors, for example, gender

equality in the agricultural sector [audit of measure 115 Ior
support of women in rural areas under which the government

allocates funds in the form of a grantlo, the economy

sector [a programme for women's entrepreneurship under
which the government allocates funds to support women's

entrepreneurshipl, the health sector (programme for free
gynaecological examinations f0r all women), in the field of
labour and social protection [support through the programme

for active employment measures targeting women), social

security, social protection, education, etc. Auditors may also

c0nsider auditing budget allocations to policies/programmes

specifically targeting women or gender equality issues.

Government initiatives/thematic policies specified in

the government programme and evaluation of their
implementation. (For example, panicipation of women in

leadership and decision-making positions in government).

To identit possible audit topacs. the same methods are used as lor any other audit: monitorang ofthe public sector;review of oftacial

announcementsi financial ana t sis;media monitoring: generalresearch understanding slakeholder expectations; relations with other external
stakeholderq intemal discussions and assessments in the SA0

For example, audit of measure l!5 for support of women in ruralareas, under which the goernment all0cates funds to v/omen

t
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GENDER LENS

ln the second case, rvhen selecting the
broader audit topic in which gender

aspects form only a small segment, it
is necessary to apply a'gender lens'
to auditing. This means that in each
phase of the audit process auditors
should consider how cenain solutions
were reached in the implementation
of the government's policies and
programmes. ln the analysis of the
evidence, they assess whether the
data are gender-disaggregated and
provide information on the status of
men and women in the relevant area,

and take into account the possible

impacts, positive or negative, of the
selected audit topic.

When selecting the audit topic, it is
important for auditors to consider the
following questions:

Why would gsnd€r inequalities mattor for this programme or
organization?

What might be the source of gender inequalities?

ls the programmo directed to a specific gondsr to address an

identified gender need or a known gender inequality?

was a gondor-basod analysis performed to inform policy

makers of the gender impacts?

ls programme delivery sensitiye to gsndor'Bsues?

Are significant outcomes for the organization related t0 or
influenced by gonder issues?

Has special emphasis been givsn to gsnder in the design,

implsmsntation, and monhoring of a given organization or
programme? For example, has an organization or programme

implemented recommendationsfrom a gender-based analysis?

Are there indicators that gender insquelitiss sxist in a

programme or organization?

Are there indicators that the promotion or achievement of
gendsr oquality is at risk in a programme or organhation?

A List of questions for the assessment of gender aspects in the preliminary stage of a performance audit on a general

topic is presented in Ann€x 2 to these Guidelines, and an example ol the integration of gender aspects in the audit of

the policy for balanced regional development with special emphasis on demography is presented in Annex 5 to these

Guidelines.

0nce an audit topic has been selected, auditors begin the design phase of the audit. ln this phase, it is usefulfor
auditors to discuss with the auditee the significance of gender equality in relation to the internal 0rganization

and/or programme being audited. This may include a discussion of the auditee's attempts/procedures/policies/
measures and tools to incorporate gender equality and plans lor their future improvements to better understand

gender issues lrom the auditee's perspective.

Assessing risks and making a decision about the scope

Determining the focus of the audit - which 5 Es

GTNDER AUDIT GUlDELINIS

I
Selectlng audit criteria

AUDIT DESIGN

Acquiring knowledge about gender issues specific
to the selected organization or programme

Drafiing audit objectives
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After an audit topic has been selected, defined and approved, the audits detailed planning phase begins. A key decision

in the planning phase is to determine whether and which gender equality issues should be included in the scope ol the

audit.

As part of the planning phase, auditors should:

' evaluate the initial information collected in the preliminary phase or in the phase of knowledge acquisition or

coverage from the perspective of gender equality;

, identify key contacts within the audited entity, which will need to be included e.g. senior leaders, managers,

responsible persons for gender equality;

i identify stakeholders, external groups, partners with an interest in the policy area, e.g. civil society organizations,

women's groups;

t consider whether audit team members possess sufficient knowledge of gender equality to conduct the audit

I consider whether the audit team will need the suppon of an expert to plan and conduct the audit;

I consider the types of findings and conclusions likely to result from the audit, and ways to increase the impact of

the audit report;

' consider whether programme activities have different impacts on women and menj

, consider whether programme results havs equal benefits regardless of gender;

r determine whether women and men participate in the programme implementation;

, assess whether the designed programme takes into account gender equality aspects.

Effective design concludes with the development of a detailed audit programme that includes the type of audit, audit

topic, 0bjective(sl. audit approach, audit questions, audit criteria, potential risks identified, evidence and sources of

evidence, and methodology and techniques for information gathering and analysis, scope [including limitations], action
plan including timeline and resources (people and money). Developing a good audit programme, a planning matrix,

and an action plan is critical to laying the foundations for evaluating economy, efficiency and effectiveness in any
performance audit.

To develop a solid performance audit design, auditors should know:

How to conduct a preliminary study of the audit topic

Ho$, to dgt€rmins a psrformance audit appro.ch

Horv to draft audit obisctive(s)

How to formulate audit questions

How to determine the scope of the audit

HoYv to sol€ct audit critoria

How to develop an audit methodology

How to manage risk in audit design

How to determine time frames and resources for a performance audit

How to document an audit plan

How lo involve internal and external stakeholders and management

TDese rbsues are erptained in deteil in the SA0 h oflr:E/nce Audit Hendbook issued in mzz

GTNI]ER AUOIT GUIDTLINES r9
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Auditors should decide on the focus of the audit.

There are many ways in which a performance audit can integrate gender equality considerations. Some audits will focus

exclusively on gender equality, while others will cover gender equality only as a specific accompanying area.

, Marginal or no focus: Ihere is no formal plan to audit gender equality, but the issue comes up during an audit.

> l{on-specific focus: Some audit steps touch on gender equality even though there is no specific gender equality

criterion.

) Spocific focus: Structured audit work 0n gender equality is part of a larger audit.

l Exclusive focus:Ihis audil is Iully tocused on gender equality

At the same time, the question arises whetherthe audit of gender equality should focus on sfstems, results, or problems.

Typically, performance auditors use or combine the following audit approaches: a systems-oriented approach, a rosults-

orientsd approach, and e problem-oriontsd approech. Auditing for gender equality in a performance audit needs to

consider which of the approaches to use, or a combination 0f them. ln practice, a well-balanced audit includes aspects

of all three approaches; the difference is only which one will be emphasised. Ihe characteristics of these approaches

are given in the Performance Audit Handbook and in ISSAI 300.

SYSTEMS AUDIT

ln a systems audit of gender equality, the focus is on

examining the proper functioning of management sys-

tems and practices, including a wide range ol systems

such as:systems offinancial management slstems of

internal control, used by the organization for achiev-

ing, maintaining, accountability and transparency and

improving the gender equality aspects of its services

or operations. For example, the audit could identify

and analyse the strengths, good practices, weakness-

es, gaps, and challenges in the institutional mecha-

nisms and processes for gender equality within the

organization.

ln practical terms, systems audit work means ex-

amining the key organizational $Atems, practices,

procedures, and controls supporting gender equality,

such as human resource management, performance

measurement and reponing rystems [systems of

equal valuation of labour and knowledge), and man-

agement systems for benchmarking organizational

performance.

A systems approach may be used in audits of gsnder

equality in one of three ways:

'1. The audit may e)€mine the organization's overall

strategy and focus on gender equality.

2. the audit may examine the systems and practices

that relate to gender equality in a particular

programme or actMty.

3. Ihe audit may combine these two options.

The panicular option chosen will depend on the

knowledge of business acquired, the audito/s

mandate, and the auditor's analysis of significance

and risk Auditing an organization's overall focus

on gender equality may be a good entry point into

auditing gender equality. Subsequent audits in

panicular programme areas could follow this first

audit. This strategy would provide the SA0 with a

good overview of an organDation's central approach

to gender equality before undertaking more in-depth

audits of gender equality in specific programmes.

GENDER AUt)IT GUlDTL]NES

tn these Guidelines. we will only address issues of approach, obiectives and criteria with specifics of certain issues from

a gender equality perspective.
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RESULTS AUDIT

ln a performance audit of gender equality that applies

a results-oriented approach, the auditor assesses

whether results and outputs/outcomes are achieved in

accordance with projections, programmes and service

delivery as intended. Ihe auditor determines whether

a programme or activity audited is achieving rssults

from the aspect of gender equality as planned or has

unwanted/unintended negative outcomes with due

regard for the 3 E.

Generally, results audit work involves comparing

current or recent performance against benchmarks, a

baseline, or key performance targets. lf the organization

is performing regular analyses based on gender-

disaggregated statistical and analytical data, then

it may be possible for the auditor to determine the
programme's impacts on gender equality over time

while considering other potential factors at play.

PROELEM AUDITS

A performance audit using a problem-oriented ap-
proach includes an examination by auditors to verify

the causes of specific problems in the area, and to
analyse the problems that have arisen and the devia-

tions from the set criteria in gender equality aspects.

Auditors carry out these activities to evaluate whether

the expected results have been met. the application of
this problem-oriented approach consists in focusing

the audit work on a specific problem underlying an

organization's failure to obtain expected results.Ihen,

auditors collect adequate supporting documentation

and carry out analyses to assess the importance of

the problem and the causes of the problem.0ften au-

KCOMBINED SYSTEMS AND RESULTS AUDITS

Auditors should not expect to find pure'systems' or
pure ?esults' audits of gender equality. Although the

starting point for the auditor in a performance audit

is usually results, audits of gender equality typically
include some systems questions and procedures,

particularly where gender equality results were found
to be poor. The cause of the absence of gender equality

ditors will become aware of a problem due to parlia-

mentary or media attention. lt could also be brought

to the attention of auditors through submitted repofts,

audit requests, complaints or indications to the SA0 or

a review of issues brought to the attention of the om-
budsman. For example, the problem identified may be

the underrepresentation of women in a micro-financ-

ing development project in agriculture. Following the
problem identification, auditors rt/ould then undertake
procedures and activities to determine the causes

of the problem, lo0king at the programme design or
socio-cultural factors that may limit the participation

rate of women in the specific area.

perspective may be linked to cultural traditions but
also to systems or regulations that are not designed

to address gender equality and/or that discourage

or impede gender equality. A combined approach is

advisable in situations where there are $ tems in

place that directly affect the achievement of gender

equality (such as staffing and promotionsl and where
gender equality results are measurable.

GENDER AUOIT GUIDELINES

A results audit is practical only if an organization

measures its gender equality performance or if auditors

are able to measure gender equality achievements.

ln cases where management does measure gender

equality from these aspects, auditors will need to do

additional analytical work to validate the collected

information in orderto be able to rely on it as supporting

documents and evidence in the audit. Also, without a

clear understanding of the scope, distribution, social

status, and other elements of the population targeled

or affected by a particular programme, it may not

be possible to align programme outputs with the

programme's impact on gender equality.

ln c€ses where management does not measure gender

equality aspects, auditors may decide to measure gender

equality themselves based on the application of their
professional judgment. However, measuring gender

equality can be challenging, so auditors do not decide

to measure it directly without first determining whether

such measurement is feasible at a reasonable cost.
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8y using a combined approach, auditors can provide assurance on b0th systems and results or identify a reasonable

solution to identified problems and tell a more complete story This will increase the validity of audit conclusions and

reduce the risk of reaching a conclusion that does not reflect the actual state of gender equality. For example, it could

be that an organization's systems may not lunction as intended but it is nevertheless achieving gender equality. lf the
auditors concluded only against a system objective, their conclusion would be limited to the fact that systems are not

functioning as planned, which would not inform the report's audience realistically and reliably about the actual situation
and the results of applying the aspects of gender equality.

A similar situation can also happen if the perlormance audit of gender equality has only a resutts ob.iective, that is, the

audit is using the results-oriented approach. For instance, an organization could have poor systems and procedures

but nonetheless achieving gender equality (notei in fact, these assumed risks are common in all types of audits that

are oriented towards assessing the functioning of the organization's internal systemsl. ln this case, the auditors,

looking solely at results, would conclude only that the organization is achieving gender equality, leaving an incorrect
impression on the interested parties that systems and procedures must be sound and that achievements are realistic

and sustainable.

ln problems audit of gender equality, the auditor should also take into account the possible risk of determining/not

determining other issues that may negatively affect the specific programme outcomes.
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Ihe lnternational organization ol Supreme Audit lnstitutions [lNI0SAl] - in ISSAI 500 - Fundamental Principles of
Performance Auditing defines the requirementto determine the audit objective as the requirement that'auditors should

set a clearly-defined audit objective that relates to the principles of economy, efficiency and effectiveness'.

These principles recognize three basic ways of setting or defining audit objectives: descriptive, normative, and analytical.

oescriptive audit ob.isctives ask the question,'How is it7 How are the systems performing or what are the results?

An example of a descriptive objective would be 10 assess the progress made by the organization in implementing its
gender equality programme.'

l{ormative audit obisctivss askthe question,'ls it as it ought to bef Are systems meeting expectations or best practices,

or are results meeting expectations, performance targets, 0r best practices? An example of a normative objective would

be 10 determine whether a gender equity programme is meeting its stated objectives and targets'.

Analyticalaudit obiectives ask the question,'why is it not as it ought to bez why are systems or results not meeting

expectations? An example of an analytical obiective would be 10 determine why a gender equity programme has not

delivered its expected outcomes.'

tNT0SA| standards state that normative and analytical audit objectives are more likely to add value than descriptive audit

objectives.

Good pBctico; When drafting audit objectivss for an audit 0f gender oquality, auditors should adopt normative

0r analytical ob.iectiv€s wtlenever possibls. Normative objectives lsad to conclusions against clear expectations

and so are mors likely to add valus t0 th8 audit than dsscriptive objsctives.

GENOER AUDIT OUIDELINES

Good practic'e: An audit approach that combines both systems and resufts audit objectives and procedures wlll

reduce the risk of reaching an inconect conclusion, pro/ide bett€r assurance, and enable auditors to tell a more

complete story
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Audit obiectives need to be aligned with and related to the audit focus, or the subject of the audit. At this stage, auditors

will have acquired knowledge and sufficient information about the subject of the audit and should be able to ans:wer the

following questions:

1. Has an organization implemented an initiative aimed at achieving gender equality?

2. Does the management of an organization or programme have general systems and practices that foster gender

equality?

3. Are comparative gender equality benchmark, baseline data, or key performance targets and indicators available?

4. Does management measure gender equality?

5. Could auditors measure gender equality?

ln this case, the audit team could select one or more of the three objectives depending on available resources,

significance, risk or other relevant factors, which are directly related to the scope, duration and amount of the audit

work.

TABLE 2. Examples ol normatively set audit obiectives with a specific focus

Gender equality
policy or strategy

To determine whether the design and implementation of the gender equality policy/
strategy meets expectations or best practices.

Systems and practices To determine whether management systems and controls that support the achievement of
gender equality meets expectations or best practices.

Gender equality results

ln other cases, this flexibility may not exist.

For example, if management does not measure gender equality and it is determined that it would not bs possible or
practicalfor auditors to measure gender equality themselves, then an audit objective related to gender equality results
(effects, outputs, resultsl would not be possible.

Ihe best approach in this case could be to have an objective on systems and practices to measure gender equality
(note - setting analytical objectivesl.

Even when measurements of gender equality exist, the capacity to audit results will be limited ifthere are no benchmarks,

baselines, or key performance targets available to provide a comparison.

To determine whether an organization's Ior a programme's) gender equality performance
meets benchmarks, or key performance targets.

GENDER AUDIT 6UIDELINES

Knowing the answer to these questions will help auditors to determine the audit focus and subsequently, the audit

objectives. Table 2 presents generic examples of normative audit objectives related to different focus areas. ln some

cases, auditors will have the flexibility to select more than one type of ob.iective.

For example, an audit team may be able to adopt three different objectives:

1. To determine whether management systems and practices that support the achievement of gender equality meet

expectations or best practices.

2. To determine whether management systems and practices to measure and report on gender equality meet

expectations or best practices.

3. To determine whether an organization's gender equality performance meets benchmarks, standards, or key

performance targets.

Focus Area t{ormative Audit objectlve

Measurement and
reporting

To determine whether management systems and practices to measure and repon on
gender equality meet expectations or best practices.
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5. Audit criteria - H ow to select the criteria for an audit of gender equality?

The requirements ol ISSAI 300, item 29. and ISSAI 3000, items 45 - 51 direct the auditor to establish suitable audit criteria,

which correspond to the audit objective(sl and audit questions and are related to the principles of economy, efficiency

and effectiveness.

Audit criteria are the benchmarks that auditors use to evaluate the audit subject matter lnote - in the case of audit

of gender equalityl and they have to be reasonable and measurable, evaluable and achievable. Audit criteria can be

quantitative and qualitative.

Audit criteria represent the standards expected to be met by the organization being audited. Audit criteria are a key

factor for conducting a successful audit with added value, an audit that will contribute and impact the improvement of
gender equality in the field. Audit procedures rocus on steps by which the auditor will determine whether the criteria are

met or not, with what quantity and/or quality they are met, etc. Audit criteria should be clear, concise, relevant, reliable,

neutral, understandable, and complete. lf the audit criteria are irrelevant or incomplete, then the audit will likely be

irrelevant and without added value, with erroneous conclusions and disputable evidence.

Finding suitable criteria is a challenge for any performance audit. there are a number of types of audit criteria for an

audit of gender equality. The focus can range from assessing the entire governments policyapproach to gender equality,

to assessing how a particular programme achieves gender equality.

Therefore, in the selection of audit criteria for an audit of gender equality, there is no and there cannot be 'one-size-fits-

all' approach to criteria.

Generally, auditors attempt to locate appropriate audit criteria by:

. researching best practices, standards, and regulations in the area;

. identifying reliable benchmarks (objectives, outputs, measurements, etc.l in a given sector or using baseline data

on an organization's past performance as benchmarks;

' reviewing prior audit files and published audit reports;

, contacting colleagues from other SAls lor the same or similar topics and areas; and

' consulting with academics, and subject matter experts.

Ihe purpose of these ouidelines is not to provide a standard list of audit criteria because there are no universal audit

criteria that would fit and be applicable in all audits of gender equality, that is, the purpose is to provide examples of

potential audlt criteria that will assist in the assessment of:

, managements systems and practices for achieving gender equality, and

, the level of gender equality achieved in relation to reliable benchmarks, performance targets, activities or baseline

data

Below are examples of how to develop audit criteria related to an audit of gender equality using the systsms-oriont8d

approach and ths rssults-oriontsd approach.

]he audit criteria should be based on good management practices and systems for achieving gender equality. Auditors

may also want to select audit criteria related to the specific strategies the audited organization is using to achieve

gender equality.

For example, if the organization has implemented gender equity initiatives to increase the participation of women in its

programmes, criteria related to best practices for gender equity and compliance with the organizations gender equity

policies may be included in the audit plan as audit criteria.

For example, criteria for an audit of gender equality that emphasizes systems of the audited organization can be based

on management activities that foster gender equality in public sector organizations and they will be audit criteria for an

audit of gender equality applying a systems-oriented approach.

oeveloping criteria for an audit of gender equality using a srstems-oriented approach

GENDER AUDIT GUIDELINES24



Studies have shown that a number of conditions (or success factorsl must be present to enable organisations to achieve

gender equality:

1. Leadership at senior levels

2. A strong enabling environment and organizational culture (policies. plans, resources and accountabilityl

3. Capacity building and expertise (internal resources, external experts, awareness, technical trainingl

4. Monitoring and reponing

5. Continuous improvement

Developing audit criteria for an audit of gender equality by applying the results-oriented approach is possible under the

following conditions:

r Performance information is available;

r Benchmarks, baselines, or performance targets are available;and

r Management has conducted a gender-based analysis or the audit team could conduct it.

ln general, the ob.iective ot an audit with an emphasis on results will be to assess the level of gender equality achieved

in relation to benchmarks, a baseline, or performance targets.Ihe audit objective could also emphasize the outcomes

resulting from a gender-targeted initiative or a gender equity initiative.

Accordingly, criteria and sub-criteria that would support a results objective could relate to:

' Ihe reliability and other characteristics {such as timeliness, relevance, and completenessJ of information produced

bythe audited organization. For example: the organization usestimely, relevant, reliable, and complete information

to assess its gender equality policies, measures, tools and decisions'or the organization uses reliable and valid

measures of programme performance to assess and repon results of its gender equity initiative.'

r ]he benchmarking processes used by an organization and the choice of appropriate benchmarks. For example:

'the organization has selected relevant and reasonable benchmarks to assess its gender equality performance' or
'the organization uses reasonable and relevant benchmarks to assess the results ol its genderjocused initiative.'

I The comparison of an organization's gender equality performance with benchmarks, baselines, or performance

targets. For example: the organization (or programme, activity, initiativel meets the gender equality targets sel

out in its strategic plan'or'the organization [or programme, activity, initiative) meets recognized sectoral gender

equality standards.'

, The conclusions drawn by an organization on its gender equality performance. For example: the organization

draws appropriate conclusions on its gender equality performance based on performance data and benchmarks,

baselines, or performance targets.'

GENI]ER AUOIT GUIOEIINES

When auditors will rely on the organization's performance and benchmarking information, they will need lo lest the
reliability of the data made available to them.

lfsuch information is not available in the organization, auditors may decide to conducl their own benchmarking exercise.
ln such cases, auditors should consult with subject matter experts to identify appropriate benchmarks.

Annex 3 of these Guidelines presents an example of the content of an audit programme for an audit of gender equality
topics/sub-topics used in the firsl audit conducted by the SA0 related to gender equality on the topic 'Effoctivsness of
Govornmsnt measures for gendor oquality and corr€sponding g€nder budget initiativos'.
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CONDUCTING PHASE

Ihe phase of conducting a performance audit ol gender equality (and its combination with a compliance audilJ is the

collection and analysis of data and information that will provide appropriate and sufficient audit evidence for auditors

to formulate findings, draw appropriate conclusions in response to the set audit objectives and questions, as well as to
give applicable recommendations to overcome the determined situations wherever appropriate.

]he phase of conducting an audit of gender equality follows and applies the methodological procedures defined for this
phase in the Performance Audit Handbook, adopted and applied by the SA0 since 2022.

the conducting phase begins after the approval of the Audit Programme document, and in order to achieve the defined

tasks thr0ugh the application 0f audil methodology and audit techniques, auditors collect sufficient relevant evidence

to draw conclusions about the degree of the 3 Es in the use of public funds to achieve the gender equality goals.lnrax
J to these Guidelines provides an example of the content of an audit programme for audit of gender equality from a
performance audit conducted by the SA0 in 2021.

Ihe purpose of the conducting phase is to collect and analyse information on the basis ofwhich findings and conclusions

will be formulated for the set/defined audit questions.

> Ihe audit team should be familiar with a variety of data collection and analysis techniques, such as gend8r-basod

analysis. benchmarking, surveys, statistical analysis, and root cause analysis.

> ln an audit of gender equality that emphaslzes syst€ms and controls, the audit procedures may involve tosts of
controls, procoss mapping, documgnt reviervs, physical observation, and int€rvi€ws.

> Auditors may also need to compar€ the audited organization to other organizations lat national and intornational

level) to determine if there are weaknesses, what are the reasons for the differences, and how to overcome the

determined situation.

While audits of gender equality will include evidence, data and information collection and analysis techniques common

to all performance audits, the selection of audit procedures will also require some special considerations.

the auditor and the audit team should develop skills in applying data collection and analysis techniques such as the

following:

I Gender-basedanalysis;

. Benchmarking;

. Surveys;

, Statisticalanalysis;

" Root causes analysis;

' 0uestionnaires (see Arrsx 4.r.-44 to these Guidelines).
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For example, if the organization has implemented gender equity programmes, the auditor should compare the

organization's gender equity programmes with best practices for gender equity implementation.

ln an audit of gender equality that emphasizes results, the auditor will need to conduct audit procedures that focus

on measuring gender equality and on assessing the reliability and completeness of gender equality information and

benchmarks. When examining results and outcomes, auditors should consider the ?ttribution' question: is there a

reasonable causal relationship between an organization's actions and the observed changes in gender equality?

ldentifying this reasonable causal relationship can be especially challenging for outcomes, because public sector

organizations are often working toward longer-term outcomes where various external factors may affect the linal

achievement of desired results. ln such instances, audited organizations may have only a contributory effect on the

outcomes being sought. Subject matter experts may be able to help auditors deal with the attribution question.
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Benchmarks

Benchmarks or baseline figures are measures against which the current level of gender equality in an organization,

economic sector or population can be compared. Benchmarks may represent best practices or a desired level of gender

equality, whereas baselines usually represent a previous level of performance achieved by an organization, sector
or population. (Subject matter experts may know good sources of benchmarks.) Equipped with current and reliable

benchmarks or baselines, auditors can determine to what extent selected organizations, programmes, or processes are

achieving gender equality compared with best practices, or determine whether an organization has improved gender

equality over time.

This comparison exercise may pose important challenges to auditors. For example, auditors should be aware that

benchmarks or baselines need to be calculated using similar variables, otherwise they will not be easily comparable.

ln cases where the calculations were not made in an identical or similar manner, auditors will likely need to make

adjustments to either the auditee's data or the benchmarks and baselines in order to ensure comparability.

Comparability of data may also be problematic when the only benchmarks available come from international

organizations or from the practice of other more or less developed countries. Because international organizations may

have differenl policies, cultural priorities, and objectives than national governments, it may not be fair or appropriate to

use an internalional benchmark to assess the gender equality of a specific public institution, entity, or public service.

lndirect ways of assessing gender equality

Auditors may use other ways of assessing gender equality to complement their main audit procedures: survgys of
servicE users, focus groups, and interviews with various stakeholders will help auditors identify areas where gender

equality exists or does not exist [at-risk areas] and where further audit procedures could be directed (by developing

audil sub-questions and criteria).

Survoys and interviews may also provide auditors with useful information on potential solutions that could be further
examined during the audit. Survey techniques, including focus groups, can be used to assess gender equality within

organizations in terms of job quality, compensation, and promotional opportunities.

REPORTING PHASE

The reponing phase presents the audit results by producing a performance audit report. The report should allow readers

to understand why and how the audit was conducted and offer practical recommendations that will trigger beneficial
changes in policies and advancement of gender equality in government entities, programmes and activities. Ihg stgps
of this phase are exphined in iten 4 of the SA0 Porlornanco Audil Handbook adopted in 2022

INPUTS PROCESS OUTPUTS

Draft report

Audit programme

Schedule

Results of the audit team discussions

Working papers on collected and
analfzed evidence

Audit findinqs matrix

Meeting with the auditee to
discuss determined facts

Writing a draft report

0uality control

Approval of the report

Submission of the draft repon

Comments from the auditee

Preparation of final report

The finalaudit report published

Press releases issued

Presentation of the repon to
interested parties

Presentation to working groups of
EUR0lSAl, lNIoSA| and other parlies
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Although the format and writing style of performance audits conform to the requirements of lNT0SA| principles and

standards, there are a number of different ways, tools and techniques that can be used to increase the impact of audit
repons. ftese techniques are applied in all cases, including performance audits of gender equality issues.

Some key considerations for auditors include:

> Managing reporting risks by confirming findings and assumptions with experts on gender equality issues;

> Providing clear messages in audit reports and media communications (e.9. press releases) that will show whether
a higher degree of gender equality has been achieved or should be achieved with the same resources or whether

improvements require changes to a specific programme, activity, initiatives by the competent entity, and

> lJse of data visualization techniques (infographics, tables, charts and imagesl and explanatory text that can be

used to communicate audit findings in a concise and impactful way.

FOLLOW-UP OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Follow-up of audit recommendations is part of the audit process. lt is an important tool to strengthen an audits impact.

Ihe priority of follow-up tasks is determined by the strategic planning of SA0 audits.

Sufficient time should be allowed for audited organizations to implement action plans, but it should be taken into

consideration that resources would be required for conducting the follow-up audit.

Many SAI have a policy of using review-level assurance for follow-up engagements. ln a gender equality audit, this would

imply restricting the audit to the findings and recommendations of the original audit updating quantitative information

on performance with limited audit tests.

lha pll€sa aN story lor tln follow-up of inplenentatbn of rec,,mmedations are &suibed in ddail h the tlandbod,k

for follow-up ol reconnandetio,ts of $a sA' (octobor 2016).
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The reports of these audits of gender equality will also be subject to quality control by the assistant auditor general -

responsible for the audit, as well as by the expert body for quality assessment of auditor repons, in order to maintain

and ensure the quality of the audit reports, i.e. ensure that the evidence collected is accurate and indisputable and that

audit reporting standards are followed and maintained.
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ANNEX 1. Characteristics of gender audits

GENOER ASPECIS IN PERFORMAI{CE AUDITSCHARACTERISTICS GENDER ASPECTS IN COMPLIANCE AUDITS

objectives

Subject matter

Required
qualifications

oI audhors

Reporting

To assess whether gwernment initiatives, pro-

grammes, sub-programmes, activities, actions re-

spect the principles of equality and equal 0pponu-
nities within the broader audit topics

The main objective of performance auditing of
gender aspects is lo promote the effective and

efiicient management of qwemment policies and
proqrammes, taking into clnsideration that pro-

grammes have a different impact 0n men and

lmmen and must be designed to alleviate gender

inequalities and contribute to the advancernent of
gender equality.

Performance audit certainly contributes to account-

ability and transparency. llSSAl 300/Zl

The subject matter of performance audit is defined

by the audit objectives and audit questiom. The sub-
ject matter of an audit may be specific programmes,

entities or fund6, or certain activities (with their

outputs, outcomes and impactsl, existing situation
(including caus$ and consequencesl, as well as

non-financial or financial information about any if
these elements. 

.lhe 
auditor measures 0r evaluates

the subject matter to assess the extent to which the

established criteria have or ha/e not been met [lssAl
too/Jol

Ln additionto basic q ualifications. auditors must have

completed training in gender aspects 0f pollcies and

budgets

oitfers, depending on the audil audited organizations

and subject rnatter ofthe audit

PerfonrEnce audits are usually direct reporting en-

gagements. [lSSAl 100/30)

ln ane$ation eng€gemenG the responsible party

measuros the subject matter against lhe crteria
and presen$ the subject matter infonnation. Th€

outcome of measuring the subjed matter agairEt

the criteria is presented in the audit repon in the

form of findings, conclusions, recommendations 0r

an opinion. (lSSAl 100/2gl

Repons are not perjodic.

To assess whether the activities of public sector

entities are in accordance ryith the norms that reg-

ulate gender equality [the llw on Equal opponuni-
ties forWomen and Menl.

0ender equality legislation can include rules,

laws and reguiations, budgetary resolutions,
policies, established codes, agreed terms, 0r the
general principles governing s0undpublic-sect0r
financial management and the conduct 0, public

serYants in the public sector.

The subjectmatter ofa compliance audit is defined

by the scope of the audit lt may be activities, fi-
nancial transactions or information. tor attestation

engagements on compliance it is more relevantto

focus on the subject matter information, which

may be a statement of compliance in accor-

dance wlh an established and standardised re-
poning framewor[ (lSSAl 10040]

Economic and legal sciences.

Standardized or different depending on whether

the audit is performed separately or tog€ther with

the audit of financial statements.

Conclusions/opinion,'rihich usually meet standard-

ized requirements.

Ihe evid€nce is corroborative in character.

Compliance audits may be attestation or direct

reporting engagements, or both at once. (lssAl

roo/301.

Standardized content including an opinion 0n com-

pliance with hu,s, regulations and rules.
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Appmadl and

me6odology

Evidence

Various types 0f evidence, ho wer, it is

r8commended evidence to be based on gender-

disaggregated statistics.



AIINEX 2. List of questions for assessing gender aspects in
the preliminary phase of a performance audit on a general topic

GUIDELINES FOR AUDITORS IN THE PRELIMINARY PHASE

OF A PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF GENDER EQUALITY

SITUATION ANALYSIS

ln the situation analysis, including in assessments and research, general categories such as 'people', 'citizens',

'beneficiaries' do not differentiate between men and women. The conclusions of such analyses, assessments and

research may be partial. Research that does nol refer directly to the 'population' but to laws and policies, still have

end beneficiaries - men and women with different needs and aspirations. Iherefore, at this phase of ths audit, the

question is whether, what and how the institution has done to overcome the ditferences in society and encourage

development taking into account the needs of different categories of citizens, especially women and men?

Before taking any measures and activities, did the institution conduct an analysis of the situation of men and

women in the sector of operation or in the relevant area?

ls this analysis based on gender-disaggrsgated statistical data and does it identify the difficulties faced by

different groups of citizens, men and women, in the specific sector or sectors of operation in the case of horizontal

programmes?

ls there a broader socio-economic analysis that takes into account the disparities that occur, rural - urban areas,

planning regions, education, employment and unemployment rates. active population, investments, and allthis in

relation to the gender variable, i.e. the situation of men and women?

Has an assessment of the beneficiaries - men and women (ex ante assessment of policy or regulationl and their

needs in relation to the field of action of the policy/programme/plan been made in the process of analysis of the

situation?

GOALS, MEASURES AND ACTIVITIES

What are the goals and what are the objectives and priorities of the audited programme/sub-programme?

Are the selected strategic and programme goals and priorities based on empirical data? Are these empirical data
gender-disaggregaled?

Are there any gender-specific goals in the formulation of the strategic and programme goals?

What measures and activities did the institution take? What was the ultimate goal that the programme/sub-

programme 0r initiative was intended to achieve?

Does the strategy, programme, sub-pfogramme, action plan include specific measures aimed at supporting

women?

Who are the key beneficiaries of the measures or activities {men/women ratiol?

BUDGET/FUN DING/SOURCES

what is the ratio in the distribution of financial resources?

Are the allocated funds spent as planned or are there any deviations or problems?

Are there any specific costs in the budget intended to support women?
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RESULIS AND BENEFITS

How does the institution measure the effects of the measures taken?

, Who will benefit from the initiatives undertaken and in what way? Assess what the benefits are for men and

women, bearing in mind that interests and priorities may differ. What are the desired results expected to be

achieved with the measures and activities? Did these measures and activities lead to the desired results?

What are the implications of these results on various categories of citizens, especially on women? ln what way

have these measures and activities improved the situation of men and women in the sector?

' Do the institution's reports contain data disaggregated by gender for the beneficiaries of the measures?

, Can we conclude that the institution has taken into account the situation ol men and women to create fairer

measures?

CONSULTATIONS

r Who was consulted in the process? Did women panicipate in the consultations?

I How were the measures evaluated by the beneficiaries? Which instruments were used to measure citizens'

satisfaction with the measures? Are there any gender-disaggregated statistics?

NORMATIVE ANO LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Are the laws or by-laws that prescribe requirements that have implications on the measures discriminatory?

, Do the instruments used by the institutions to implement the measures lgrants, subsidies, loans, training, and

other forms of supportl contain data disaggregated by gender, and are they regularly processed?
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Annex 3. Questionnaire sample -Audit Programme contents sample
- Gender Equality Audit [from conducted performance audit by SA0 in 202'l)5

AUDIT PROGRAMME

DETERMINED RISKS BY AREA

Area 1 - Strategic and legelframowork for implementation and achievement of gendsr squality goals;

Risk - lncomplete and/or inadequate implementation of the laws, as well as non-adoption or untimely adoption

of by-laws;

, Risk - Untimely and incomplete fulfilment of strategic priorities and goals, as well as their unclear and inadequate

formulation;

Arsa 2 - Compstont authoritios and institutions for th€ impl0msntation of gender equality goals;

, Risk - A clearly defined organizational and personnel structure with clearly defined competencies, roles and

responsibilities of competent institutions and authorities has not been established;

. Risk - Communication, coordination and cooperation between competent authorities, institutions and other

involved stakeholders are not adequate and effective and do not ensure timely and quality promotion of gender

equality.

Area 3 - Monitoring the dsgrso of achiwement of goals, ovaluation and reporting on gondor-rssponsive budgeting;

, Risk - Ihe methodology for genderresponsive budgeting is not implemented at the expected pace;

, Risk - lnsufficient and incomplete monitoring of the implementation of goals;

, Risk - lncomplete and insufficient reporting on the degree of implementation of goals;

, Risk - Gender-responsive budget initiatives are not implemented in a way that will contribute to equality between

women and men.

GENDER AUDII GUIDELINES il

Ihe topic of the performanco audit is 'Etfectiveness of tho measures of the Government of the Republic of t{orth

Macedonia for gender equality and corresponding gender budget initiatives'.

Ihe purpose of tho portormance audit is to determino; '00 ths activities undertaken by the competent institutions et

the central level pro,ide conditions for the promotion of gendor squalitf.

Fl'Effectiveness of the measures of the Government of the Republic ot Nmh Macedoda for gender equality and cofiesponding gender budqet initiatives'



CONIENT OF THE AUDIT PROGRAMME BY AREAS

The audit programme for each defined area includes: significant risks, defining issues/tasks that will be audited,
criteria, scope, techniques that will be used to obtain audit evidence, dstermining the limiting factors for the audit
and the erpected results.

Questions/tasks

Has a Gender Equality Strategy been adopted?

Are the planned activities implemented in accordance with the Gender Equality Strategy?

Arethere measurable indicators in place to monitorthe progress in the achievementof results and in thefulfilment
of the objectives of the Gender Equality Strategy?

Have the by-laws been passed in accordance with the Law on Gender Equality?

Has a new Law on Gender Equality been adopted?

Has a legal representative been appointed by the MLSP to conduct the procedure for determining the unequal
treatment of women and men?

Have the measures planned in the annual work programmes of the Government of the RNM related to gender

equality been fully implemented?

ls there an awareness o, the imponance of achieving gender equality in society?

Do the repons of the European Commission on the RNM forthe period 2018-2020 define the situation that the RNM

has achieved in the area of gender equality?

0o the reports of the European Commission on the RNM for the period 2018-2020 determine the situation related
to the achievement of gender equality?

Area I - Strategic and legal framework for implementaton and achievement of gender equality goals;

GENOER AUOIT GUIOETINES

Criteria

' Strategy for Gender Equality 2013-2020;

' National action plans for gender equality, for the period 2013 - 2016 and for the period 2018 - 2020; operational
plans for gender equality for 2013, 2015 and 2018;

r Strategy for Gender-responsive Budgeting 2012-2017;

; Annual Work Programme of the Go,rernment of the RNM for 2018, 20lg and 2020;

I Annual Work Programme of the Government of the RNM for the period 2020 - 2024

I Law on Oender Equality;

r Ber.iing Declaration and Platform for Action;

, The Council of Europe Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domsstic violence
(lstanbul Conventionl;
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Ihta/ovidonce collsction and analysis tochniqu6s

t Examination of documentation - files;

' Comparativeanalyses;

, Verification of documentation;

) Research of professional literature;

> lnterviews;

) oata analysis;

, Physicalobservation/takingphotographs.

Limiting factors: None

Erpoctod results

The implementation of the activities foreseen by the strategic and legal acts will contribute to increased efficiency in

the achievement of gender equality and implementation of gender-responsive budgeting in ths RNM.

6ENDER AUD T GUIDET NES

Scops

) Government of the RNM;

> General Secretariat of the Government of the RNM;

> Ministry of Labour and Social Policyj

> Commission for equal opportunities for women and men in the Ass€mbly of the RNM;

> lntersectoral advisory and consultative group on equal opportunities for women and men

) Political parties;

) Ministry of Defence;

> Ministry of Foreign Affairq

) Ministry of Education and Science;

> Ministry of Economy;

> Ministry of Finance

> Ministry of Environment and PhFical Planning;

> Ministry ot Agriculture, Forestry and water ManagBment

> Agency for Youth and Sports;

) State Statistical 0ffice.
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Area 2 - Competent auftoriules and institutions forthe implementation of gender equality goals;

Questions/tasks

ooes the staffing of the MLSP Department of Gender Equality ensure efliciency in the achievement of gender

equality?

Has the Government of the RNM appointed a coordinator and deputy coordinator for equal opportunities?

Do the coordinat0rs and deputy coordinators Ior gender equality regularly report on their activities to the MISP?

0oes the oovernment of the RNM collect data on the panicipation of women and men in the composition of its

working bodies and delegations, consultative and coordinating bodies and in the appointment of representatives

in thB management boards of public enterprises and institutions?

What is the function of the lntersectoral consultative and advisory group for equal opportunities for women and

men?

Are the allocated financial resources for the process ol achievement of gender equality sufficient and in the

function of achieving gender equality?

What is the level of cooperation and coordination between the competent institutions involved in the process of

achieving gender equality?

Has an analysis been carried out 0f the activitles undertaken and the progress achieved in the establishing ol
equal opportunities for women and men in the Rl.lM?

What progress has been achieved in gender equality and gender-responsive budgeting in the country?

Are the positions of coordinators and deputy coordinators for gender equality included in the job classification?

Has the Resource Centre for gender-responsive policy-making and budgeting been put into operation?

Have training courses been conducted for the institutions' management and employees involved in the process ol
implementing gender equality to improve the situation in the area under their competence?

What is the function of the Commission for equal opportunities for women and men as a permanent working body,

established by the Assembly ot the RNM?

Does the Assembly of the RNM, in line with its competencies, work on the elimination of all forms of gender-

based discrimination and improvement of the social status of women and does it integrate the principle of equal

opportunities for women and men in legal initiatives, policies and programmes?

Does it review the draft laws and other regulations adopted by the Assembly in all areas of social life, as well as

other draft laws and other regulations from the aspect of the integration of gender perspective in them?

ooes it review the draft budget of the RNM, from the aspect of the integration of gender perspective, and doss it

review gender budget initiatives?

Has the draft Strategy for Gender Equality 202-2026 been reviewed?

Are the adoption and application ol basic and specific measures for establishing equal opportunities for women

and men monitored in all areas of the public and private sector?

ls the system of measures for eliminating the unequal treatment of women and men monitored?

How is the adoption and amendment of laws and other regulations related to the equal opportunities for women

and men monitored?

How does it ensure the consistent implementation of the provisions of this law and other laws related to equal

opportunities for women and men and non-discrimination?

ln whatwaydoes itencourage cooperation between competent authorities on issues relatedto equal opportunities

for women and men?

Does it launch initiatives and activities against the application of gender stereotypes and prejudices in public life?

ooes it, and in what way does it submit regular information to the Assembly on all issues related to equal

opportunities for women and men?

Does it, and in what way does it cooperate with the commissions for equal opportunities for women and men in

the local selr-government units?
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Scope

Annual report on the activities undertaken and the progress achieved in the establishing of equal opportunities for
women and men in the RNM for 2018,2019,2020;

Rulebook on job classification and organization in institutions;

Decision on the establishment of the lntersectoral group;

Financial resources allocated for gender equality.

Govemment of the RNM;

General Secretariat of the Govsrnment of the RNM;

Ministry 0f Labour and Social Policy;

Commission for equal opportunities for women and men in the Assembly of the RNM;

lntersectoral advisory and consultative group on equal opportunities for women and men

Political panies;

Ministry of Defence;

Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

Ministry of Education and Science;

Ministry of Economy;

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning;

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management

Agency for Youth and Sports;

State Statistical 0ffice.
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, Does it, and in what way does it cooperate with employers' associations, trade unions, non-governmental

organizations and associations active in the field of equal opportunities?

. Does it cooperate $/ith the respective commissions of other countries and in what way?

. List ofpersons bygender (women and menJ, nominated for mayors and membersofthe Councilin the municipalities

and the City of Skopje for the local elections held in 2017 and 2021?

, Are the methods and measures for promoting the equal participation of women and men in the parties bodies

regulated in the acts of the political parties?

, Are positive measures taken to give priority to persons of the underrepresented gender under equal conditions,

until equal representation of women and men is achieved?

, Do the political parties collect, record and process statistical data, and present them by gender and regularly

deliver them to the State Statistical office?

, Do at least 4{)% ofthe candidates on the submitted list of candidates for Members of Parliament and for members

of the Council of the municipality and the City of Skop.ie belong to the underrepresented sex, as follows: at least

one out of every three places to be reserved for the underrepresented sex, with al least one additional place out
of every ten places?

, List of persons by gender lwomen and menl, nominated for Members of Parliament in the parliamentary elections

held in 2016 and 2020.

I List of persons by gender (women and men], nominated for mayors and members of the Council of the municipality

and the City of Skopje in the local elections held in 2017 and 202.

Criteria



Date/ovidsnco colloction and analysis techniquos

, Examination of documentation - files;

I Comparativeanalyses;

, Verification of documentation;

' Research of professional literature;

> lntsrviews;

r Data analysis;

) Physical observation/taking photographs;

> Analysis of the submitted annual progress repons on equal opportunities for women and men of the state

administration bodies;

r Analysis of the submitted annual progress reports 0n equal opportunities for women and men of local self-
governmBnt units.

limitingfactors: llone

Expectod results

The correct institutional setting, organization and competencies of the institutions in charge of gender equality and

gender-responsive budgeting will contribute to increased efficiency in the process of implementing gender equality in

thE RNM.

the provision of human, financial material and technical capacities will increase the efficiency in the process of

implementation of gender equality in the RNM.
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Questions/tasks

Has a methodology been developed for gender-responsive budgeting of the state administration bodies at the

central level?

What is the situation in relation to men and women in the sector/area covered by the programme?

What are their problems, needs, and priorities?

What are the conditions and reasons that can make it difficult for men and women to access the opportunities

and benefits offered by the programme? [cultural barriers, social and economic, psychological, technological

limitations, etc.l

Are there any mechanisms in place that allow women and men to express their needs and participate in the

definition of priorities in this sector/area?

lf there is an absence of such mechanisms, does it have a negative impact on gender equality in the area/secto,

What are the expected benefits of the programme for men and for women? Will they have equal access to the

resources and opportunities offered by the programme?

What measures should be taken under the selected programme to improve the situation of equal opportunities

for women and men?

Are sufficient resources allocated to overcome unequal opportunities, inequalities and limitations that may result

from traditional gender roles that create cultural barriers, social and economic, psychological limitations, etc.?

Can other programmes and activities contribute to the advancement of gender equality and achieving the

expected results of the programme that includes gender-responsive budgeting?

ls there continuity in the gender-responsive budgeting process?

Has a system been established to monitor the effects of the process of implementation of gender equality in the

country?

Does the Ministry of Finance keep records of the received gender budget initiatives for the programmes of budget

users at the central level?

What are the amendments to the Law on Budgets related to the advancement of gender equality?

What types of improvements in relation to gender equality are expected with the adoption of the new Law on

Budgets?

As regards the system for monitoring gender budget initiatives, has an Agreement for monitoring budget initiatives

between the MF and UN women been signed?

How it is planned to ensure transparency of budget programmes for which gender budget initiatives have been

submitted?

Has the MF established a practice ol keeping budget requests submitted in electronic form?

Criteria

Methodology for gender-responsive budgeting of the state administration bodies at the central level;

Gender budget statements;

. Review of financial resources for the implementation of the programme;

Programmes, reports, minutes of meetings, letters, correspondence, and decisions related to gender equality.
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Area 5 - Monitoring tt€ degree of adliwement of goals, evaluation and reporting on gedeHesponsiw budgeting
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Scope

. Ministry of oefence;

, Ministry of Foreign Affairs;

Ministry of Education and Science;

, Ministry of Economy;

' Ministry of Finance

, Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning;

1 Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management

. Agency for Youth and Sports;

- State Statistical 0ffice.

Data/svidencs colloction and anefysis techniquss

> Examination of documentation - files;

> Comparativeanalyses;

> verification of documentation;

r Research of professional literature;

) lnterviews;

r Data analysis;

, Physical observation/taking photographs;

r oeveloping questionnaires on the situation with gender equality and gender-responsive budgeting

Limiting factors None

Expeded results

lmplementation of programmes for gender-responsive budgeting in state administration bodies aimed at improving the

overallsituation of gender equality and gender-responsive budgeting in the RNM.
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Annex 41. Questionnaire sample -Budget Statement
lfrom conducted performance audit by SA0 in 2021]6

1. when did you start the implementation of the Programme which included

gender analysis in the periad2018-2020?

2. Hor,, are the conditions and criteria set for the implementation of the
programme in the period 20r/ - 2020 and have any changes been made over

the years after the completed gender analyses?

3. Have consultations been carried out with stakeholders in the institution

and with other relevant entities that have competencies or interests in

the implementatlon 0f the programme, as early as in the phase before the
preparati0n 0f the gender budget statement?

5. Have interventions been proposed to overcome any shortcomings in relation to
the situation ofwomen and men, and have the results that should be achieved

during the implementation period of the programmes been described in

practical steps?

6. Are the indicators for the programmes defined in a way that will measure the

achievements in gender equality?

7 What amount of funds is allocated for the programme for a period 0f three
years?

g. Was a final report drawn up at the end 0f the third year which summarizes the
previous annual reports, the achieved results and the progress determined

during the monitoring 0f the programme in relation t0 equal 0pp0rtunities for
women and men?

1o.Are the programmes continuously monitored to allow decisions t0 be made

on the further course of the programme, learn lrom the process, and take

corrective actions in relation t0 the activities to be implemented?

Effectiveness of the measures ofthe Government 0fthe Republic of North Macedonia for gender equality and corresponding gender budget

nitiatives'

EXPLANATION
ANSWER

YES/NO
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QUESTION

OUESTI()NNAIRE ON THE EFFECTIVENESS ()F THE MEASURES OF

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA

F()R GENDER EOUALITY AND CORRESPONDING GENDER BUDGET INITIATIVES

4. Have detailed analyses been made of the situation, issues, or problems

that are related to or cause gender inequality during the preparation of the
programme, or detailed analyses have not been made of the situation in the

sector, the area to which the programme refers in relation t0women and men,

their problems, needs and priorities, and the factorsthat contribute to gender

inequality?

8. ls there a record/overview of qender-disaggregated data of the programme

results lallocation of funds for men and womenl

11. List the main problems your institution faces in the implementation 0f gender

equality and gender-responsive budgeting.



Annex 4.2. 0uestionnaire sample - Political Party

[from conducted performance audit by SA0 in202111

Statute of the political party

l. 00 the acts of the political party f0resee/include the principle of equal

panicipation 0f $/omen and men in its bodies?

2. List of persons by gender (women and menl in the bodies of the p0litical

parq'.

3. Are positive measures taken to qive priority t0 persons of the

underrepresented sex under equal conditions, until equal representation of
women and men is achieved?

5. 0o at least 4Ol 0f the candidates on the submined hst of candidates for
Members of Parliament and f0r members of the C0uncil of the municipality

and the City of Skopje belong to the underrepresented sex, as follo\.r,/s: at
Ieast 0ne out of every three places t0 be reserved for the underrepresented

sex, with at least 0ne additional place out of every ten places?

7 List of persons by gender [women and men], nominated for mayors and

members of the Council 0f the municipality and the City 0f Skopje in the iocal

elections held in 2017 and 2021.

8. List the main problems faced by the political party in promoting the equal

participation of v{omen and men.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE SITUATION AND MEASURES TAKEN TO PROMOTE

THE EOUAL PARTICIPAIION OF WOMEN AND MEN BY POLITICAL PARTIES

Etfectiveness ol the measures ol the Government of the Republic 0f North Macedonia for gender equalily and corresponding gender budget

OUESTION

E

Programme of the political party

4 Do the political pades collec! record, and process statistical data and

present them by gender and regularly deliver them to the State Statistical

office?

6. List of persons by gender [women and men], nominated for Members of

Parliament in the parliamentary elections held in 2016 and 2020.

ANSWER

YES/N0
EXPTANATION

GENOER AUDIT GUIDELINES



Annex 4.5. Questionnaire sample - the Budget

[from conducted performance audit by SA0 in 202'l)8

1. ooes the Ministry 0f Finance keep records of the received gender budget

initiatives for the programmes of budget users at the central leven

2. What are the amendments to the Law on Budgets related to the

advancement of gender equaliM

3. What types 0f improvements in relation to gender equality are expected with

the adoption 0f the new Law on Budgets?

5. H0w it is planned t0 ensure transparency of budget programmes for which
gender budqet initiatives have been submitted?

6. According t0 the instructions in the Eudgel Circular from the Ministry of
Finance, budget requests are submitted in two ways: in electronic form

through the E-circular application and in prinled form. Ihe entry of allforms
in the electronic application is mandatory but the Ministry of Finance has not

established a practice of keeping budget requests submitted in electronic

form. Has this situation changed?

Z List the main problems your institution Iaces in the implementation 0f
gender equality and gender-resp0nsive budgeting.

QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF IHE MEASURES OF

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA

FOR GENDER EOUALITY AND CORRESPONDING GENDER BUDGET INITIATIVES

XPTANATIONOUESTION
ANSWER

YES/NO

4. Hov, it is planned to ensure transparency ot budget programmes for which

gender budget initiatives have been submined?

O Ttfecriveness of ttE measures 0f the Gclvernmont of the Rspub[c of North ilacedonia Jor geoder equality and co.rssponding gender tudget

initiatives'

(1GENDER AUO I GUIDEL NES



Annex 4.4. Questionnaire sample -the Assembly

lfrom conducted performance audit by SA0 in 2021ls

1. Does the Assembly of the RNM. ifl line with its competencies, work 0n the elimination of all

forms 0f gender-based discrimination and imprwement on the social status 0f w0men and

does it integrate the principle of equal opportunities for women and men in legal initiatives,
policies and programmes, organize public debates and discussions on issues related t0 equal

opportunities for women and men; analyse and give 0pinion on the impact of legal provisions

on the status of women and men, request reports and documentation from competent

institutions related t0 its sphere 0f work and prepare and publish reports on its work?

2. Does it review the draft laws and other regulatiOns adOpted by the Assembly in a I areas 0f

soc al ife as well as other draft laws and 0ther regulations frOm the aspect of the ntegrati0n

of gender perspective in them?

3. Does it review the draft budget 0{ the RNM, from the aspect 0f the integration of gender

perspective, and does it review the gender budget initiatives?

4. Has the draft Strategy for Gender Equality 2021'2026 been reviewed?

5. Are the adoption and application 0f basic and specific measures for establishing equal

opportunities for women and men monitored in all areas of the public and private secto,

6. ls the system 0f measures for elimlnating the unequaltreatment 0fw0men and men m0nitored?

7 How are the adoption and amendment 0f laws and other regulations in the area 0f equal

opportunities for women and men monit0red?

8. How does it ensure the consistent implementati00 0f the provisions of this law and other laws

related t0 equal opportunities f0r w0men and men and non-discriminati0n?

9. ln what way does it encourage cooperation between competent authorities on issues related

t0 equal opponunities for women and men?

10.Does it launch lnitlatives and activities against the applicaton of gender stereotypes and

prejudices n public life?

11. Does it, and in what way does it submit regular information lo the Assembly 0n all issues

related to equal opportunities f0r women and men?

12 Does it, and in what way does it cooperate with the commissions for equal 0ppofiunities for

women and men in the localself-government units?

13.D0es i! and in what way does it cooperate '/ith employers' associations, trade unions, non-

governmental 0rganizations and associations active in the field 0f equal opponunities?

14.D0es it c00perate with the respective c0mmissi0ns 0f other countries and in whatway?

15.0oes the Assembly respect the principle of equal participation of women and men wllen

determining the composition 0f itsworking bodies and when determining the c0mposition of its

delegations for cooperation with international organizations, and when implementing adivities

for cooperation with the parliaments of other countries?

16.List the main probems you face ln the lmplementatlon 0f gender equality and gender

responsive budgetlng.

OUESTIONNAIRE ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MEASURES OF

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA

FOR GENDER EQUALITY AND CORRESPONDING GENOER BUDGET INITIATIVES

EXPTANATION

E GENDER AUDIT GUIDELINES

Fl'Effectiveness of the measures of the Dovernmsnt of the Republic of North Macedonia for gender equality and corresponding gender budget

inhiatives

OUESTION
ANSWER

YES/NO



Annex 5. Example of integration of gender perspective in the audit of the policy for
balanced regional development with special emphasis on demography

BALANCED REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON DET.4OGRAPHY

The policyfor balanced regional development aimsto reduce economic, social and territorial differences between regions,

by suppofting job creation, competitiveness, economic growth, improved quality of life and sustainable development.

Promoting gender equality is an important issue for reducing regional economic and social disparities and for ensuring

long-term development of regions. Ihis is also one of the key goals of the Eus cohesion policy.

Ihe main arguments of the EU regarding the regional and cohesion policy say that infrastructure is not sufficient to

overcome economic and social disparities. Promoting economic development and empowering women through for

example employment on the labour market, higher education, research, innovation and entrepreneurship are also

essential elements of regional development.

Failure to recognize gender differences in policies means that development goals related to growth, c0mpetitiveness

and employment cannot be fully achieved. The economy today points out that gender equality is essential for utilizing

the entire human potential in economic development and the development of society as a whole.

For example, investments affect women and men differently, according to their different positions and roles in society.

This applies to 'hard' infrastructure investments in facilities such as roads, water supply systems and railways, as well as

to 'soft investments in developm8nt of skills for the labour market and education. For example, if the EU invests strongly

in sectors such as the automotive sector, aeronautics, engineering, space, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, there is

a high risk that gender gaps will widen, as women workers make up only 20% of the workforce in these sectors and

tend to work in lower skilled and lower paid jobs. However, if the investments take into account the gender perspective

(for example, investing also in vocational training for women, promoting innovation, supporting job creation, increasing

employment rates of women and men and supporting the development of the labour market with higher level of
qualification, childcare infrastructure, etc.l, it is considered that they will contribute to greater equality and increase

their etfectiveness in terms of inclusive gro,vth.

Hence, an audit of balanced regional development in relation to gender issues could include and require the following

aspects:

GENERAL OUESTIONS

GENOTR AUOIT GUlDELINES

, Review of the current situation in the regions based on statistical data, activity rate, unemployment employment,

investments and leading production sectors in the eight planning regions - Skopje, Vardar, East, South-West,

South-East, Pelagonia, Polog and North-East planning regions.Ihese data should be disaggregated ry gender as a

basis for future gwernment interventions.

, lf it is considered that the disparities we observe are not present only at the regional level, but are also present

in the form of population stratification, poverty in underdeveloped regions and the enormously developed Skopje

region, which has been extremely affected by urban development the situation analysis should take into account
the underlying reasons.

, When adopting strategic and planning documents, do they include a description of the socio-economic aspects of

men and women in the situation analysis section in all eight planning regions?

, Do the data used in the presentation of the situation in the eight planning regions include statistics, tables, charts,

etc. that include gender variables?

, ls there a gender gap in wages between planning regions?

. What is the structure by gender in relation to the outflow of young people, including brain drain?

, Beneficiaries of social assistance are mentioned. Has an assessment been made of the social assistance

beneficiaries by gender?
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NORMATIVE AND STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

FUNDING

Regarding the actual situation, the following should be examined

0ut of the total implemented nffi projects in the amount of xx million euro, what were the funds spent for in terms
of beneficiaries lbusiness owners - men, womenisectors or areas of activity, etc.].

Which activities or sectors were covered by the implsmentation of these projects?

ln the case of infrastructure projects, how were the priorities determined - were any consultations held with
groups of beneficiaries, particularly wom€n?

Ihis is an important question in terms of whether infrastructure projects are only related to roads or also include
kindergartens,schools, health facilities, etc.?

Has an analysis been made of the end beneficiaries {men, womenl and their needs for long-term investments in

the regions?

When allocating funds to projects, were there any specific projects intended for women?

GENt)ER AUDi] GUIOELINES

, Does the policy for stimulating balanced regional development, including some of the instruments and measures,
recognize the economic and social disparities between men and women?

, Has an analysis been made of the trends in the eight planning regions related to the position of men and
women and including demographic data, the labour market, sectors, and activities in which women or men are
predominantly involved?

, ll the model for balanced and sustainable development is based on the model of polycentric regional development,
similar to the one in the EU, and is based on greater labour force movement infrastructure development
and investment in innovation, the question is whether the policy recognizes the workforce based on gender-

disaggregated data, that is, presents the sectors and activities in which women and men mostly participate?

' lf one of the objectives to be achieved with this model is to reduce the disparity between regions at all levels
and prevent demographic, economic and infrastructural concentration in one region, the question is whether the
strategies to overcome these problems recognize the different needs and interests of women and men?

I Polycentric development policies should also stimulate and be based on bottom-up initiatives and cooperation
practices. Regional diversity from geographical and economic aspect should be among the key points for
establishing links and cooperation. Ihese strategies and policies present the sectors on which the economy was
mostly based. Hence, the question is in which sectors and activities are women most represented, and in which
men, considering that they make up a significant part of the inaclive population?

, Part of the programmes for regional economic development of the planning regions are aimed atthe development
of the business community and the opportunities for starting new businesses and business projects. Ihese
programmes plan economic measures and strategic objeclives to support small and medium-sized enterprises,
industry employment, tourism, and innovation, and are based on loans and types of funding provided by banks,
private savings banks, IPA and IPARD funds to support the economy. The key question is who are the beneficiaries
of these programmes and measures? How many men and women are supponed by the programme, in which
sectors, activities, and with what amounts of funding?

, The programmes that contribute the least to the economy, such as art, entertainment and service activities,
should also be considered lrom the perspective of the users and the owners of these activities, men or women.

' lf the measures and instruments for balanced regional development refer to beneficiaries, people, or citizens,
were gender issues also covered by the analysis?

r Are the adopted strategic, planning, and programme documents based on evidence?

' Are the implications of the implemented measures and instruments for balanced regional development related to
different categories of citizens Iincluding men and women) sufficiently clearly elaborated and used as a basis for
taking interventions in line with the relevant policy?
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DATA COLLECTION

, When evaluating the results of the strategy, in addition io Goe other indicators and rankings are also taken

into consideration, such as:oevelopment lndex, Competitiveness, Ease ol ooing Business, Human Development

lndex and others, which show the extent to which the poorer regions actually improved in terms of productivity,

employment, quality of life, education level and value added per employee. All these indicators allow a deeper

qualitative perspective of living and working conditions in individual regions.

. However, these index measurements and surveys use general categories such as 'people', 'citizens', or
'beneficiaries', and do not differentiate between men and women.Ihe conclusions of such surveys may be partial.

Surveys that do not refer directly to the 'population' but to laws and policies, in the end still have end beneficiaries

- men and women with different needs and aspkations. So the question is, what can we do further to overcome

the differences and encourage balanced regional development taking into account the needs of women and men?

. How does the Government measure the effects of the measures taken?

' ln what way did these measures improve the situation in terms of employment or retaining employment of men

and women in any secto

I How were the measures evaluated by the beneficiaries? Which instruments were used to measure citizens'

satisfaction with the measures? Are there any genderdisaggregated statistics available?

GENDER AUDIT GUIOELINES 41



Annex 6. Legal framework for gender equality in the Republic of North Macedonia

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Strategy for gender equality for the period 2022-2027;

Ihe Law on Equal opportunities for Women and Men'o was first adopted in 2006 and was amended in 2012.

This Law provides the main legal lramework that regulates gender equality issues. lt regulates the basic and

specific measures for establishing equal opportunities for women and men, as well as the competencies, tasks

and obligations of the entities responsible for establishing equal opportunities, the procedure for determining
unequal treatment of women and men, and the rights and duties of the representative for equal opportunities for
women and men. At the time of preparation ol these Guidelines, a new Law on Gender Equality is being drafted,
which strives for greater compliance with international standards, requirements and directives;

ln 2020 a new Law on Prevention and Protection from Discrimination'r was adopted, which is considered as an

imponant instrument for addressing multiple and intersectional discrimination faced by women;

ln 2019 a new Law on Social Protectionl'?was adopled, which reforms the entire system of social protection to
more effectively meet the needs of allcitizens, with a particularfocus on women and girls of wlnerable categories;

ln 2021 a new Law on Prevention and Protoction from Violsnce against Women and oomostic Violsncstr was
adopted, which expands the system 0f prevention and protection against allforms of gender-based and domestic
violence, in accordance with the standards of the lstanbul Conventjon;

Iho Law on Familyr regulates the minimum age for marriage, parental rights and obligations, rights to dissolution
of marriage etc.;

Ihs law on Eudgots6 foresees the introduction of gender-responsive budgeting. Namely, the section for budget
principles includes the principle of gender equality, which implies gender-responsive budgeting, that is, taking into

consideration gender equality in the planning and execution o, budget inflows and outflows.

lhe amendments to the Electoral Code of 201516 introduced a quota ol at least 40% representation of the
underrepresented sex on the lists of party candidates, as follqws: at least one out of every three places shall be

reserved for the underrepresented sex, with at least one additional place out of every ten places.

Ihe amendments to the law on Labour Relations from 20]517 regulate equal pay for women and men and equal

treatment in relation to employment, working hours, working conditions. occupational social security schemes

and absence from work. At the time of preparation of these Guidelines, a new law on labour Relations is being

drafted, which will be harmonized with the EIJ Directive on parental rights'8 and will introduce parental leave for
men;

IO I)fficial Gazene of ths RM" No. 6 0f 1312012

m lmdal Gazstts of the R M' No. 25S of 30102020

m tfficial Gazette of the RNM' No. ltA of 2J.52019

lB ltficial Gazstre of the RNM' No. 24 of al20z1

m'fffrciarGazetteofthsRr.i'N0.80/92,9/96,38/2004,$/m06,84/2008,67/2010,15612010,39/m12,4412012,38/20r,As/20r4,r04/20r5and
r50/2015.

Itrl ltficial Gazene of the Rt{M' No. 203/2022

IIl Law amending the Elecroralcode {lxficialGazette of ttE RM' N0.196 of l0jl20l5l

L I)tficiat Gazene of th€ RM' tto. ft 0f 8.5205

m Council oirectir€ 2O0/I8AU o, 8 March 2O0 implementim $e revised [ramerork Agreemsnt on parental leave conclud€d by

BUSINESSEUR0pI. UElPtie CEEP and EIUC and repealhg 0irectivs 96/34/EC.
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With the adoption of the liwon Minimum Salarys in 2017 the gender pay gap was reduced equalizing the minimum

salary for workers in the garment, leather and footwear industries, where the ma.iority of employees are women;

Ihe Law on Protoction from Harassmsnt at th8 Workplace,m which is being amended at the time of preparation 0f
these 0uidelines, aims at'prevention and protection from psychological and sexual harassment al the workplace

[.-.] and ensuring a healthy working environmenf.

ln 2019, a new llw on Termination of Pregnancya was adopted, which is a great achievement in the area of

reproductive rights and a postulate ol respect for fundamental human rights and freedoms. ln addition, the Law

on H€alth Carozguarantees access to health care for allwomen;

Ihe new Law on Frce LsgalAid,s within the scope of primary legal aid, among others, covers victims ol gender-

based and domestic violence, assistance in the procedure for registration in the birth register, acquisition of
personal identification and citizenship documents, social protection procedure and protection of children's rights,

pension, disability and health insurance etc.;

Ihe new lawon Primary Educationa was adopted in 20lg and prohibits any type ofdirectand indirect discrimination

in primary educaton, provides affirmative measures for addressing discrimination and promotes equality;

ln 2018, amendments were adopted to the law on Tonbooks for Primary and Secondary Education6 in order to

further regulate and specify the procedures for publishing and providing textbooks in schools with the aim of

ensuring better quality teaching materials that will be free from discriminatory and stereotyping content;

The Law on Audio and Audio-visual SoMc€s26 pays special attention to fair gender and ethnic representation in the

media decision-making bodies. With the amendments of20l8, the Law prevents, among otherthings, discrimination

in the media based on sex, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity and belonging to a marginalized group;

Ihe Criminal Cod6'classifies as criminal offences punishable by imprisonment and other measures offences

such as domestic violence, rape, and other types of gender-based violence. At the time of preparation of these

Guidelines, activities are underway to amend the Criminal Code to harmonize it with the lstanbul Convention by

regulating new incriminations in relation to violence against women.

lg .0fficial 
Ga?ens of tio RM' ilo. 1ll2fi2, $/mt, 181lzgl4,gtluti,1?3,lfris?flIdlszlfitl

Ell fificiat Gazetts of the RM' [0.79 ot 3t.52o3

a '(}fficial Gazetts of ths RNM' No.l0l of 22.52019

a uficial Gazstre ot the RM' tlo. r/2016, coGoli@tad t€xt

EB tmcial Gazeno of ths RNM' No.lo oI2252019.

E0 uficiat Gazens of ths RNM' t{o.l6t of 5.82019

E uficiar Gazetre of the RM' No. s8/2@ ss/2009, 832010,36/2rfl.135/2Or, {6/anzu/7trg,Wn0:8,291n14,1$/2utr a/A$, 30/2016 and

ztlztiq.

EE lfficiat cazette of the RM' N0.18413 and 1514,4411, l0l/{, 152/4,1{2Iq E2/1 16818, 248/18, zls and uficial Gazette of the RNM' t{0.

42120.

E ufidar cazstts ol th8 RM' No. 80/sg, 4/200a $/mot, ls/200{, 8U2005, 60/06,75106, ?/08, 139/08, 114/09,51/11,135111,18a/11,W12,166112

55/ 13, 14 / h, n I $, 28 114, 1tS N ad 1W14.
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